
Jeffrey Benjamin White
jeffreywhitephd@gmail.com

06 457 15407 

Dear all in the Philosophy and Ethics group of the department of Industrial Engineering 
and Innovation Sciences at the University of Eindhoven, the Netherlands;

please accept this brief letter of introduction in application to the advertised 0.6 
position teaching ethics of technology for first year engineering students 
(Reference number V39.4787) 

My full name is Jeffrey Benjamin White, but people usually call me Jeff. I am a 
philosopher, ethicist and dedicated teacher. 

I worked at the University of Twente for a couple of years. My contract ended last 
September (details in the CV, below), after which I applied for a special visa to be able to 
stay in the Netherlands to find another position. Currently, we are in Hengelo, and 
available for work.

Documents below include communications from past employers, students and colleagues 
with a focus on teaching. I am fortunate to have made some good friends during my time 
at the UT. I brought to the UT deep experience designing and leading ethics courses for 
some of the worlds very best students of science and technology at KAIST. My time at the 
UT has only made me better. I would like to bring this enthusiasm and commitment to 
Eindhoven, if you feel that I may be a good fit.

Regardless, thank you for your patience in reviewing these materials, and I wish you only 
the best.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey White

Visiting Researcher

Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology, Cognitive Neurorobotics

https://groups.oist.jp/cnru

Editor – student forum

AI&Society

https://www.springer.com/journal/146



Jeffrey Benjamin White
jeffreywhitephd@gmail.com

+31) 6457 15407

Education

Ph.D. Philosophy, University of Missouri - Columbia, 2006

Dissertation: Conscience: toward the mechanism of morality

M.A./M.S. Philosophy/Chemistry, Cleveland State University, 2001

B.A./B.S. Philosophy/Chemistry (A.C.S.), Bowling Green State University, 1996

Academic Experience

Assistant Professor (philosophy) - University of Twente, Netherlands

Visiting scholar, OIST – Tani group, Cognitive Neurorobotics

Researcher (cognitive robotics) - KAIST

Assistant Professor (philosophy) - KAIST

Teaching assistant  (philosophy) - University of Missouri – Columbia

Graduate assistant (philosophy/chemistry) - Cleveland State University

Chemistry department lab technician/assistant - BGSU

Fall 2018-Fall 2020

2017-present

2015-2016

2010-2015

2001-2006

1996-2001

1992-1994

Publications

“Machine ethics: From machine morals to the machinery of morality” (book

review of Pereira and Lopes, 2020) for Prometheus, Pluto

“Autonomous Reboot: Kant, the categorical imperative, and contemporary 

challenges for machine ethicists” (article) for an AI & Society special  

issue on autonomous artificial agency

“Cognitive neurorobotics and self in the shared world, a focused review of 

ongoing research” (article, with Jun Tani) for Adaptive Behavior

“Autonomous Reboot: Aristotle, autonomy and the ends of Machine ethics” 

(article) for an AI & Society special issue on autonomous artificial 

agency

“The role of AI and robotics in technologically mediated human evolution” 

(article) for AI & Society

“Dreyfus on the "fringe": information processing, intelligent activity, and 

the current status of thinking machines” (article) for a special issue of AI

& Society on Dreyfus

“From biological to synthetic neurorobotics approaches to understanding the

structure essential to consciousness (part 3)” (article, with Jun Tani) for 

the APA Newsletter of Philosophy and Computing

“From biological to synthetic neurorobotics approaches to understanding the

structure essential to consciousness (part 2)” (article, with Jun Tani) for 

the APA Newsletter of Philosophy and Computing

“From biological to synthetic neurorobotics approaches to understanding the

structure essential to consciousness (part 1)” (article, with Jun Tani) for 

the APA Newsletter of Philosophy and Computing

“Simulation, self-extinction, and philosophy in the service of human 

civilization” (article) for AI&Society, Springer

“Rethinking Machine Ethics in the Age of Ubiquitous Technology” (edited 

collection, with Rick Searle) for IGI Global

“Grounding Social Sciences in Cognitive Sciences" (book review of Sun, 

2012) for Philosophical Psychology, Taylor and Francis

"Models of moral cognition" (proceedings) for SAPERE, Springer

In press

2021 (online)

2020 (online)

2020 (online)

2020

2019

2017

2017

2016

2016

2015

2015

2014



Publications (continued)

"A general theory of moral agency grounding computational 

implementations: the ACTWith model" (book chapter) Computational 

Intelligence, Alexandru Floares (editor) Nova Science Publishers

"Reflections on Understanding Violence" (book review) Biosemiotics, 

Springer

“An Information Processing Model of Psychopathy and Anti-Social 

Personality Disorders Integrating Neural and Psychological Accounts 

Towards the Assay of Social Implications of Psychopathic Agents" 

(book chapter) Psychology of Morality, Angelo Fruili and Luisa Veneto 

(editors) Nova Science Publishers

"Autonomy Rebuilt: Rethinking Traditional Ethics towards a 

Comprehensive Account of Autonomous Moral Agency" (article) 

Natural Intelligence, International Neural Network Society

"Infosphere to Ethosphere" (article) International Journal of Technoethics, 

IGI Global 

"Understanding and Augmenting Human Morality: the ACTWith model" 

(proceedings) Lorenzo Magnani, C. Pizzi, and W. Carnielli (editors) 

Studies in Computational Intelligence #314: Model-Based Reasoning in 

Science and Technology, Springer

2013

2012

2012

2012

2011

2010

In process 

“Training Big Data: Fairness and Bias in the Digital Age” (special issue, guest associate co-editor) 

for Topics in Data Mining and Management (first full submissions are coming in, now)

"Autonomous Reboot: the challenges of artificial moral agency and the ends of Machine ethics” 

(parts 3 and 4 of a four article series) under revision for AI & Society

Self-abduction (monograph) under (much delayed) contract with Springer for (supremely patient) 

Lorenzi Magnani’s SAPERE collection

Conscience: the mechanism of morality (complete monograph under revision) 

Conference participation

Philosophy of human technology relations 2020, University of Twente – On the 

potential to mediate cooperative social transformations in an era of 

ubiquitous revolt (speaker, chair of Session 17: Technology and Politics)

University of Twente Tech and Values Seminar – Machine ethics and solving 

the moral hard problem (speaker)

OZSW – Amsterdam – A Garden too Perfect? The Neglect of Cognition in the 

Landscape of Ecological Enactivism (co- speaker, with Bas De Boer)

Kongress der Wissenssolziologie, Koblenz – Artificial Objectification, its 

potential and reality (speaker)

Philosophy Department Colloquium Sept. 19, 2019 – The Compass Point of 

Conscience: a Kantian interpretation of systems neuroscience (speaker)

Sharif Spring School Conference on Ethics of AI, Tehran - Philosophy, Ethics, 

and Society: Ethical issues in AI (invited speaker – video)

Dutch Research school of Philosophy (OZSW) 6th annual conference, 

University of Twente, Netherlands (session chair)

University of Twente Tech and Values Seminar – Technologically mediated 

self-directed human evolution through predictive simulations assembled 

through the integration of established research programs in AI at different 

levels of organization (speaker)

Nov. 2020

2020

2019

2019

2019

2019

2018

2018



Conference participation (continued)

World Congress of Philosophy, Beijing (co-chair, session #58 Philosophy of 

Artificial Intelligence)

Tilburg University, Netherlands – Prospects for fully autonomous (Kantian) 

AMAs - (guest speaker)

Conference on Ethics and Artificial Intelligence, Norway – Prospects for fully 

autonomous (Kantian) AMAs - (invited speaker)

OIST, Okinawa – Prospects for fully autonomous AMAs - (guest seminar)

COGSCI 2017 (referee)

TV Chosun Global Leaders Forum, Seoul – Abolishing government? Managing 

transitions (invited speaker)

COGSCI 2016 (referee)

ICISTS – KAIST 2015 – Philosophy and ethics of AI and related technologies 

(invited speaker)

7th Beyond Humanism Conference, Ewha University, Seoul (speaker, session 

chair)

COGSCI 2015 (referee)

ICISTS – KAIST 2014 - Philosophy and ethics of AI and related technologies 

(invited speaker)

COGSCI 2014 (referee)

KAIST workshop on Abduction (MC)

ICISTS – KAIST - 2013 - Philosophy and ethics of AI and related technologies 

(invited speaker)

MBR 2012, Italy, Modeling non-violent social transformation (speaker)

MBR 2012, Italy, "Modeling Morality" (speaker)

The Changing Face of War, Wiley-Blackwell Exchanges Online Conference 

Series (discussant) 

Harmony and Order vs. Spontaneity and Revolt in Eastern and Western 

Philosophies, The University of Hong Kong, "Toward a Universal 

Framework for Understanding Harmony and Revolt: the spontaneous as 

natural in Wittgenstein and Heidegger" (speaker)

MBR 2009, Brazil, "Understanding and Augmenting Human Morality: An 

Introduction to the ACTWith Model of Moral Cognition” (speaker)

Seoul National University, "Philosophical Implications of Gender Differences in

Brain and Cognition: a review of recent research” (guest lecture) Moon Sook

Byeon (course instructor)

World Congress of Philosophy, Seoul National University, “Conscience, 

Consciousness, Sciousness And Science: A Glimpse At Neuroethics And 

The Future Of Moral Philosophy” (speaker)

World Congress of Philosophy, Seoul National University, “Why Believe in 

Collective Agents? Because You Did Something Wrong!” (speaker)

World Congress of Philosophy, Seoul National University, “Heidegger And The

Space Of Life” (speaker)

World Congress of Philosophy, Seoul National University, “Why Believe in 

Collective Agents? Because You Did Something Wrong!” (speaker)

World Congress of Philosophy, Seoul National University, “Good Will and the 

Conscience in Kant's Ethical Theory” (speaker) 

International Conference on Science, Technology, and Values in Asian 

Development, National University of Singapore, “The Value of 

Development in the Space of Narrative” (speaker)

The Mid West Political Science Association, Chicago, “Who Killed Socrates? 

On the Plausibility of a Blameworthy Collective Agent” (speaker)

2018

2017

2017

2017

2017

2017

2016

2015

2015

2015

2014

2014

2014

2013

2012

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2008

2008

2008

2008

2008

2008

2006



Teaching Experience – University of Twente 

Project-based program-specific module contributions, individually designed/updated.

Spring 2020 

1. Computer Science/Business Info Tech, graduation project semester (co-taught with 

Patrick Smith and Sage Cammers-Goodwin) - philosophy and ethics of technology and 

information

2. Creative technologies, graduation project semester - philosophy and ethics of 

engineering design

3. International business administration (IBA) – graduation project semester - business 

ethics

4. Mechanical engineering, fluid dynamics – engineering ethics

5. Ethics and Technology II – robot ethics

Fall 2019 

1. Computer Science/Business Info Tech/Creative Tech, graduation project semester (co-

taught with Patrick Smith and Sage Cammers-Goodwin) - philosophy and ethics of 

technology and information

2. Creative technologies, graduation project semester - philosophy and ethics of 

engineering design

3. Perspectives on Engineering Design (MS Elect. Engineering) – philosophy of 

engineering design

4. Stakeholder analysis (BS Mechanical Engineering) – engineering ethics

Spring 2019 

1. International business administration (IBA) – graduation project semester – business 

ethics

2. Communication – graduation project semester – communication ethics

3. Mechanical engineering, fluid dynamics – engineering ethics

4. Creative technologies, graduation project semester – philosophy and ethics of 

engineering design 

5. Information technology (TCS) and Business information technology (BIT) – graduation 

project semester (co-taught with Patrick Smith) – philosophy and ethics of technology 

and information

6. Psychology – philosophy of psychology

7. Psychology – ethics of psychology tutorials

8. Ethics and Technology II - Master’s course (co-taught with Philip Brey)

Qtrs. 3 + 4

Qtrs. 3 + 4

Qtrs. 3 + 4

Qtr. 3

Qtr. 4 

Qtrs. 1 + 2

Qtrs. 1 + 2

Qtr. 2

Qtr. 2

Qtr. 3

Qtr. 3

Qtr. 3

Qtrs. 3 + 4

Qtrs. 3 + 4

Qtr. 3

Qtr. 4

Teaching Experience – KAIST

These were full semester (sixteen week) courses, independently designed and annually updated.

Introduction to Philosophy

Ethics 

Philosophy of Mind 

Robot Ethics

Minds and Machines (Summer/Winter)

Information Ethics (Summer) 

Philosophy of Information 

Analytic Philosophy 

2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014

2010, 2012, 2013, 2014

2010, 2013, 2014, 2015

2013, 2014

2013, 2014

2014

2015

2011

Student and Teaching Assistantships

(Teaching Assistantships) Introduction to Philosophy, Introduction 

to Ethics, Ancient Philosophy, Philosophy of War and Peace 

(John Kultgen, advisor; MU- Columbia)

(Graduate Assistantship) Graduate Admissions Office (CSU)

(Tutor) Athletics (CSU)

(Teaching Assistantship) Philosophy Department - Introduction to 

Logic (CSU)

(Lab technician) General Chemistry (BGSU)

2001-2006

1999-2001

1998-1999

1997-1998

1992-1994



Media Coverage and Appearances

TV Chosun Global Leaders Forum “Abolishing Government?” November 2017, with video here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43P8usEbZGo&t=1002s

A one-hour presentation on disruptive effects of intelligent machine technologies at KAIST, 

Summer 2015, with video here: https://www.inverse.com/article/5742-sunday-lectures-facial-

recognition-illegal-drugs-and-the-cambrian-explosion

This Morning, Seoul, "Plagiarism Prevalent in Korea?" April 25th, 2012 (guest)

Korea Times (newspaper) “Korea still numb to plagiarism” May 2nd 2012 (quoted) 

This Morning, Seoul, "Recent Suicide Cases at KAIST" April 14th, 2011 (guest)

YTN News (TV) April 14th, 2011 (focus on my Ethics class, coordinated with KAIST public 

relations)

Money Today (newspaper) April 13th, 2011 (quoted)

Yeonhap News (newspaper) April 12, 2011 (interview)

Other professional activities

Editor (student forum), AI & Society (Springer, Q1 SCImago: philosophy)

Editorial advisory board, AI & Society

Editor for PhilPapers.org in Machine Ethics, Moral Status of Artificial Systems, 

Ethics of Artificial Intelligence

Reviewer of books and articles for various journals and associations (recents 

include Philosophies, Prometheus, Plos One Minds and Machines, Science and 

Engineering Ethics, Techne, Philosophical Psychology, HYLE, AI & Society, 

AIES 2020 ... )

2020

2018-2020

2015-present

ongoing

My teaching philosophy

as reflected in unsolicited communications from recent students. 

Concerning Fall 2019:

Concerning Spring, 2020:



References

The following people are aware of recent work, with some directly involved with my teaching at the 
UT. All of them expect to hear from possible employers, and are ready to send you something about
me directly. Please contact them using the information provided according to your interests. For 
information about my teaching, I list below Claas and Kees, and would be happy to provide contact
info for others in other programs at the UT upon your request. Written references are copied after 
this list. First, you will fnd communication from from Kees. Kees is especially interested in teaching.
I attach also an email from him effectively inviting you to contact him, directly. After these 
communications from Kees, I also attach letters from Lorenzo Magnani (Italy) and from Woosuk 
Park (KAIST). These letters are old, but I have frankly not asked for such from anyone since that 
time. Woosuk retired in 2015, and I am sorry to say that we have not communicated at least since 
my wife and I left Korea three years ago. I include his letter mostly in recollection of those early 
years and to help to put KAIST course evaluation scores in perspective alongside Woosuk's account 
of that period. Please contact me directly concerning any diffculties or delays in contacting any of 
the people, below. 

General scholarship and dedication to the profession:
Karamjit Gill
Professor (Emeritus), University of Brighton, UK

Editor-in-chief, AI & Society (ranked Q1 in Philosophy by SCImago) 
kgillbton@yahoo.co.uk

Teaching applied ethics for engineering students at a top technical university in the Netherlands:
Kees Venner
Professor, Engineering Technology
Chair of Engineering, Fluid Dynamics Group
University of Twente, Netherlands
c.h.venner@utwente.nl

Teaching applied ethics for engineering students at a top technical university in the Netherlands:
Claas Visser
Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering
University of Twente, Netherlands
c.visser@utwente.nl

Research center collaboration:

Stephanie Hessing
Head cat herder

Digital Society Institute
University of Twente, Netherlands
s.j.hessing@utwente.nl















Course evaluations: KAIST

Summary:

Our classes were very popular with the students of KAIST. I say “our” because I worked with many
very bright and courageous young people there, especially during the later years after we were able 

to establish a culture and “frm up” expectations so that incoming students would hear from peers 
and older students what they should expect from our very challenging philosophy and ethics 

courses. 20 students was an average class size in humanities classes. We routinely operated at 2, 3 
even 5x that number. Note that the fnal Philosophy of Mind class was cross-listed as a graduate 

level class due to graduate student interest. I made this class too diffcult, which resulted in student 
stress and fnally a lower evaluation score. We should have delivered a nearly perfect score, but I 

made a mistake. The assistants during those later years were drawn from the most successful 
students during from earlier years. There are no philosophy majors or minors at KAIST, only 

humanities electives for science and engineering students. 20 students was an average class size in 
humanities classes. We routinely operated at 2, 3 even 5x that number. 

Scores dipped when I was stretched a bit too thin with too many work obligations both at KAIST 
and elsewhere, and later when we moved from Seoul to Daejeon, my wife and I married, we lost a 
child to miscarriage, and in general a lot of things changed rapidly. When things stabilized, we were
able to put together some very fne courses. More details including class materials are available 
upon request. 

Consider the dip in scores during 2011. Many KAIST students are educated with an emphasis on 
the memorization and repetition of formulae, and feel immense stress about grades. Many had 
aspired to attend KAIST since youth, and had studied from 6am to 12am daily for years mostly 
alone to achieve the scores necessary to go there. They succeeded to that point by reproducing 
information, solving formal problems within time constraints. I tried to work to balance this over-
emphasis on formal problems with an equally heavy emphasis on applications, cases, and real-life 
contexts. Though I aimed to promote critical thinking and the development of different ways of 
approaching problems, I did not take into account that this different class environment, which may 
reward different approaches to problem solving and which may concern different sorts of questions 
than many students had become so profcient at answering, would cause such anxiety in many 
students. Actually, it took me a while to fgure things out in a way that enabled me to take a 
different approach going forward.



Course evaluations: Twente

My position involved developing philosophy and ethics courses embedded within different degree 

programs with most of these for their respective graduation semesters. Course evaluations went to 

the programs, directly, and I have seen few of these, personally. I was informed of evaluation 

results in different ways, however. For instance, during my first quarter, I was nominated for the 

award for best teacher on campus by Proto, the student association for Creative technologies for 

which I had developed and was teaching their graduation semester:

In the end, I did not win – not even close! After all, it was my first quarter, and few students had 

even heard of me, so it was not going to be possible to win a popular vote. It was important for me 

to be chosen by these students in this program, though, and I am proud of the honor.



As for an example of actual scores, especially relative to the programs in which I was embedded, 

below you will find emails from Hans Vossensteyn who coordinated the graduation semester for 

International Business Administration (CHANGEL) and one of our colleagues in that course. Every

one of my lectures was recorded for absent/distant students. 

Henry is a teaching professor with that program. We had been speaking on campus, and I had 

mentioned that it would be important for me to receive good student evals, given that I was working

so hard to develop module specific content in philosophy and ethics for 8 different programs 

including developing a masters PSTS ethics class according to new guidelines from scratch, without

assistants, all at the same time, and all for the first time at a new university and in new country. 

Below, Henry relays results of student responses to evaluation questions:

The score for the semester-long course as a whole was 6,1.

I scored 8 for my Business Ethics contribution.

Hans has since left the UT. Michel Ehrenhard is in charge of the program. Contact info and more 

numbers can be delivered upon request for this and for other programs.



Often, I received feedback from students directly and spontaneously (as illustrated by the emails 

copied above in the CV). One example follows. A student from that past Spring's Philosophy and 

Ethics of Psychology course emailed to ask if she could attend my lectures for other courses. The 

student had since begun the MS in Psych, and wanted to visit some of my lectures that Fall in other 

programs to observe my teaching method (as an observer rather than as a student). The student 

eventually attended one of the TCS/BIT/Create classes (the graduation semesters for these programs

had been combined in the Fall semesters, whereas in the Spring they were independent). After the 

class, I emailed the student requesting some feedback. Below, find this student's (anonymized) 

response above snapshots of the class activity for that day:


